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ERULIC acid is the ultimate 
enabler, helping other 
skin-care ingredients reach 
their maximum potency. No 
wonder this natural anti-
oxidant — derived from the 
cell walls of fruits, plants, 
and even coffee beans and 
wheat stalks — is surfacing 
in a slew of innovative anti-
agers, from a rubbery face 
mask to a pro-administered 
neck peel. (Yes, even necks 

have their own peels these days.)
New research cited by SkinCeuticals points to 

ferulic’s importance in shielding against big-city 
“ground-level ozone,” which contributes to signs 
of premature aging. The company’s mega-selling 
serum CE Ferulic helps to neutralize that damage.

New potions from New York derm Dr. Dennis 
Gross feature the dynamic duo of ferulic acid and 
retinol, the de-wrinkling vitamin A derivative. In his 
new Ferulic + Retinol Wrinkle Recovery items — a 
peel and an overnight serum — the cocktail not only 
protects the skin from environmental aggressors 
like sun and pollution, it also short-circuits the 
irritation that can sometimes crop up with retinol. 
“As an anti-oxidant, it’s fighting free radicals that 
cause inflammation and break collagen down,” says 
Gross. “But the ferulic is also making the retinol 
more gentle and tolerable.”

Meanwhile, Glow Recipe, the buzzy Korean 
beauty e-commerce site, is getting raves on its 
rubbery Lindsay Chija modeling mask, laced with 
ferulic acid-rich gardenia extracts. Equally next-
level is the Glytone by Enerpeel neck treatment, a 
series of peels available at medical spas that pairs 
ferulic with two other acids — pyruvic and lactic. 
The treatment, said to soften fine lines and lighten 
brown spots, is available at the West Village office of 
dermatologist Yelena Yeretsky. 

Spa brand Kerstin Florian recently unveiled 
Clarifying BerryPlus Repair Serum, a veritable 
fruit bowl of ferulic designed to calm redness and 
inflammation in the short term and promote cell 
regeneration over time. 

Want to boost the topical effects of all these 
newfangled ferulics? Start by improving your diet. 
“Ferulic acid is quite abundant in foods,” notes New 
York skin doc Jeannette Graf, “and those include 
vegetables, fruits, grains and coffee.” 

And be sure to take advantage of the upcoming 
berry season, says Julie Andrews, Kerstin Florian’s 
director of global sales. In particular, raspberries 
knock it out of the ferulic park. “The ‘superfood’ 
berries are loaded with anti-oxidants and other 
goodies,” says Andrews. “They hold the key to 
better skin.” 

a miracle ingredient found in  
fruit boosts the power of 
other anti-aging agents 

by DANA WOOD
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1. Dr Dennis Gross Ferulic + 
Retinol Wrinkle Recovery Peel,  

$88 at dgskincare.com
 2. Clarifying BerryPlus Repair 

Serum, $84 at kerstinflorian.com
3. Enerpeel Neck professional 
treatment, starting at $200; 

glytone-usa.com for practitioners
 4. CE Ferulic serum,  

$163 at skinceuticals.com
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ACROSS the city, salons and doctors’ offices 
are reporting an increase in women coming in to 
deal with thinning hair. “In particular, the num-
ber of younger women with hair loss is increas-
ing every year,” reports Dr. Francesca Fusco, an 
Upper East Side dermatologist who specializes 
in the problem. “Approximately 40 percent of 
women will experience some form of hair loss in 
their lifetime.”

While restoration surgery, platelet-rich 
plasma injections, topicals and vitamins can 
help to regain growth, the most immediate way 
to give the appearance of more volume is with 
extensions. For women with significant loss, 
however, the normal process of gluing or bond-
ing individual hair onto existing strands is not the 
optimal technique. 

“With the ordinary method, you must have 
sufficient hair of your own to disguise the exten-
sions, and we are not limited by that: We can 
create anything from scratch,” explains Lucinda 
Ellery, founder of the patented Intralace system. 
She opened her first studio in Berkshire, England, 
in 1984, then expanded to London, and added an 
LA location in 2010. She is currently unveiling a 
New York studio, at 37 E. 28th St.  

Intralace uses a breathable mesh net that fits 
over the scalp. “Whatever hair someone has is 
integrated into the mesh, strand by strand, and 
then braided to lock in the mesh like a second 
skin,” explains Ellery. “That becomes the founda-
tion of whatever [human hair] extensions we add. 
It’s built in a day by a team of technicians, and it 
replicates the look of a full head of hair.”

That full head costs between $2,500 and $3,500, 
and lasts about two years, with maintenance 
every six weeks that runs around $275 to $375.  

Angelo David’s salon, at 420 Madison Ave., 
also caters to women with hair loss. “We have a 
variety of different types of hair systems, custom-
izing for each individual based on his or her 
situation,” he notes. His mesh-based “toppers” 
add fullness. “They look exactly like your scalp, 
and we add hair that is just like your own,” he 
maintains. “It becomes part of the woman.”

These types of extensions act like the real 
thing and can be washed, brushed and styled 
like regular hair. They go a long way to helping 
women regain their confidence. 

“With this system, your children can brush 
your hair and you can shower with your man,” 
assures Ellery. 

m a n e  a t t r a c t i o n

glue-free replacement systems create strong, sexy tresses
gone today, hair tomorrow

by bEth LANDMAN

Ferulic acid is an antioxidant found in fruit 
seeds and in some vegetables, 

nuts and grains.
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